Abstract. We fmt consider Lovelock gravity 88 a perturbative theory and then a g ply the results to a D-dimensionel homogeneous and isotropic minisuperspace model provided with matter fields for which there exist instanton solutions. We develop a general procedure to analyse these solutions. which may be interpreted represen& ing a tunnelling. Adding some reasonable restrictions to the Lovelock coefficients, it is shorn that the Lovelock corrections preserve the essential featme of Einstein gravity models of giving rise to an essentially unique instanton solution.
Introduction
The study of spacetimes of more than four dimensions leads to the consideration of Lovelock gravity as a natural generalization of Hilbert-Einstein general relativity.
The Lovelock Lagrangian is formed by a linear combination of dimensionally extended Euler densities [l] , which can be considered as the topological generalization of the Hilbert-Einstein Lagrangian. Moreover, the classical dynamical equations associated with the Lovelock Lagrangian are of the general relativity type [2] . On the other hand, the low energy limit of supergravity theories derived from strings predicts higher order curvature corrective terms added to the Hilbert-Einstein Lagrangian [3] . Zwiebach [3] and Zumino [4] showed that if these higher order curvature terms give rise to the dimensionally extended Euler densities of order larger than unity, the corresponding low energy limit of the superstring theory turns out to be ghost-free.
Quadratic and higher order curvature terms are corrections to the Einstein Lagrangian in the low energy limit, in which Einstein gravity provides a valid approximation. I t has been recently proposed that Lovelock theories should be treated in a pertnrbative way [5, 6] . This could open a way to solve the problems that these kinds of theories present, for example:
(i) The existence of several families of classical solutions allows the system to jump from one family to another in a random way [7] ; among these families of solutions, only one should correspond to the perturbed Einstein solutions.
(ii) The multi-valuedness in the inversion of the relation between the metric time derivatives and their associated momenta [7, 81; if we interpret Lovelock gravity from a perturbative point of view, then this inversion should be uniquely defined.
(iii) The existence of initial data sets for which the Cauchy problem is ill posed, leading to an unpredictable evolution [9]. Perturbatively, however, the classical evolution should always be well defined. . , ~ (D -2)/2 for D even
As the first term in (1) must correspond to the Hilbert-Einstein Lagrangian, we take
with GD the D-dimensional gravitational constant. GD must not be confused with the effective four-dimensional gravitational constant for universes in which ( D -4) dimensions are compactified. In any case, assuming all Lovelock terms (m > 1) to be corrections to the Hilbert-ginstein action in the low energy limit, one must require L, to be positive; otherwise, the gravity theory would not be attractive in that limit.
In this work we will restrict ourselves to the minisuperspace:
where N ( t ) stands for the lapse function, a(t) is the scale factor and dab-, denotes a line element on the unit (D -1)-sphere. D-dimensional isotropic spacetimes have been previously considered in searching for instanton solutions of Einstein gravity coupled to different types of matter fields [ I l , 121, and in the study ofother Lovelock models [13-171. D-dimensional anisotropic minisuperspaces, which could eventually lead to compactification of the extra (D -4) dimensions, will be considered elsewhere.
For our minisuperspace, we get the Lovelock action: 
where, following Whitt [17] and denoting i, = L,/L,, we have associated apolynomial P ( z ) to our gravitational theory with derivative
In the case of asymptotically flat spaces, in order to render the total surface contribution finite [IS, 201 , one should include additional surface terms which have the same expression as the previous ones, but evaluated for the boundary imbedded in Rat space. We can ignore them for the moment, as they do not affect the dynamical equations.
From (6), the gravitational momentum associated to the scale factor can be expressed by [6] 
The matter content of the theory will be described by a generic action, S, , , = Taking into account that for homogeneous and isotropic models, J dt &, , , where we can include the cosmological term.
T,, being the timelike component of the energy-momentum tensor for the matter content of the system, the Hamiltonian constraint can then be written as [6] (11)
In general, we will first solve the dynamical equations for the matter fields of the system, evaluating T,, on the corresponding solutions and studying then the gravite tional dynamics of the model.
There exist several families of classical solutions to the gravitational dynamics (tl), for P(r) is a polynomial of degree M which is larger than unity. Therefore On the other hand, the relation between the time derivative of the scale factor and the corresponding momentum is not monovalued. Equation (9) (13) will fix the scale factor evolution provided that a p / a Q # 0 for the initial values of a and a. Thus, the Cauchy problem is ill posed only for initial data which does not even allow the local inversion of the derivative-momentum relation (9).
As previously mentioned, all these problems can be solved in a purely perturbative treatment of the theory. This would mean that the only physically relevant classical solution is the perturbed Einstein solution; in the vicinity of this solution, the inversion of the relation (9) is possible and, consequently, the Cauchy problem turns out to be always well posed for initial data corresponding to this solution.
We can select this perturbative classical solution if we realize that, when no matter is present, the flat Euclidean Einstein solution remains unmodified in the presence of the Lovelock perturbations. Thus, we choose in (12) the branch P;' defined by the condition P;'(z = 0) = 0.
(14)
Condition (14) uniquely fixes the inversion branch P ; ' [6] . For this inversion to be well defined for any positive value of the Lorentzian energy density T l l / L l N 2 , we must require of the polynomial P ( z ) to be a strictly increasing function in the whole real semi-axis + 2 0 [6] . From now on, we will assume that this requirement is fulfilled by our polynomial P ( z ) .
A similar requirement was also considered by 'Il'hitt [17], who showed that,
for Lovelock gravity without a cosmological constant, there exists a perturbed
Schwarzschild-type solution only if the polynomial P ( z ) is a strictly increasing function in all I 2 0 and that this solution is the only spherically symmetric black hole solution, preventing the appearance of naked singularities, with positive black hole mass and gravitational constant.
Denoting +, = max{+ € IIB/Q(+) = 0) < 0, it is easy to see that P;'(z) is well defined by analytic continuation from z = 0 along the real axis for all z > zl = P ( x l ) (zl <O). Forz€(z,,m),wehaveP;'(z) E ( z l , m ) a n d , t h u s , i 2 / N 2 € ( a 2 2 1 -l , w ) (with az > 0) [6] .
We can also select the perturbative inversion of the derivative-momentum relation (9) by taking into account that the correspondence between Q/N = 0 and p = 0 remains unmodified when the Lovelock perturbations are introduced. So, we choose the inversion branch of (9) which verifies Since V;'(p,a) = -V<'(-p,a) for p E Ru(-ip,,+ip,), it can also be seen that 2 / N 2 = (V;'(p,~))~is,infact,afunctionofp~ properly definedforallp'E (-pt,m).
In order to clarify the correspondence between P;'(z), V,-'(p,o) and the perturbative inversions, it is convenient to introduce explicitly a perturbative parameter p i n the Lovelock corrections. Thus, we rewrite the Lovelock coefficients: L, = Impm-', so that the mth term in the Lovelock Lagrangian is a perturbative correction of the preceding m -1 terms. The perturbative solutions can be characterized by admitting a Taylor series in the perturbative parameter p [5, 221 . The perturbative inversion of For fixed a and p, the series (17) would converge in some neighbourhood of p = 0; beyond the convergence radius, the inversion given by (17) could be analytically continued. Since (;l/N)p,,t and V; ' coincide around p = 0, V,-' is precisely the result of such an analytical continuation.
We can also obtain the perturbative inversion of (11) by substituting apelt =
P"a,(t)
as well a s its time derivative. Since the Einstein solution, a,(t), is different from zero, we can substitute instead. We conclude, after some manipulations, that fM o ( (Tl1/L1N2))"f', and thus which is precisely condition (14) on the inversion P;'. Following the same line of reasoning as before, it is easily seen that p;' then provides the generalized perturbative inversion of the Hamiltonian constraint (11).
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Instanton solutions
We will now apply the procedure given in section 2 to some matter fields models which give rise to instanton solutions, that is classical Euclidean solutions that can be interpreted as a tunnelling between two Lorentzian regions. We will consider the case of an axionic field and that of a conformal scalar field. In the latter case, the field x must also verify the dynamical equation 
-2
Denoting k = (Bz -A z ) ( D -2)2/4 we finally get P ( 1 -ir2/N2 a2 )=$+A.
In the gauge N = 1, (23) and (27) can be expressed in the form
(27)
where k is as previously defined for the conformal case, and is equal to riaz for the axionic case. Note that the parameter a is D/2 for the conformal case and ( D -1) for the axionic case, so that in both cases a > M .
In order to obtain the classical solution to (28) in the physical region a > 0 by applying the inversion P;', one must require k 2 0. Although the restriction to positive k reduces the applicability of our procedure, we do not consider this limitation as a serious shortcoming of our model. In fact, even Einstein gravity presents important problems in the corresponding models for negative k In the regions in which a Euclidean solution exists, 2 2 0, and thus Since P ( z ) is a strictly increasing function in all 2: 2 0 it follows, then, that in such regions.
We will study first the case of the vanishing cosmological constant. Denoting y = a-' > 0, we want to determine the intervals of the,positive real axis in which P(y) 2 Lye. As P(y) is a polynomial of degree M < a , P(y) < kya for sufficiently large y, whereas P(y) > kya for sufficiently small y. Then, these two functions intersect one another at least once in the positive real axis, and the number of intersection points in this interval is, in general, odd. These intersection points are the solutions of P(y) -kya = 0 for y > 0. Of greater interest is the solution which results from sewing together two instantons which cover the region ( l / f i , cox by their minimal surfaces. The geometry of this solution presents two asymptotically flat regions connected by a throat of minimum radius, amin = l/@,.
In the axionic field case, a compact expression for the Euclidean action of this wormhole can be easily obtained. We first carry out the Wick rotation in Lorentzian action, defining the Euclidean action by I ( N ) = -is(-iN).
Since our solution is asymptotically flat, in order to render the total surface contribution on its boundaries finite, we have to add new surface terms to the action (6), as mentioned in section 2. In the asymptotic limit, for our solution, these new terms cancel those that had been already considered. From (5) and (7), and using the Hamiltonian constraint
(33)
we get where a and h must be expressed in terms of the scale factor a for the solution.
After differentiating (33), we obtain E as a function of U and i. Then, by substituting Q = 4 1 -a2P-' I ( m2aa-aD) and by making the following change of variable: r 2 a * -a D ) , we get finally from (34)
where we have employed the equality To perform the explicit calculation of the integrals in (35) we need to know the functional form of the polynomial P ( z ) .
Notice that, whereas in Einstein gravity there only exists one extremal surface for the kind of models we are considering, which are given by in Lovelock gravity the number of extremal surfaces could be larger than one. There is no previous guarantee of (32) having a unique solution. This result is analogous to that which was found by Whitt for sufficiently small black hole masses. In all other cases, there was always at least one horizon for any black hole mass, although, in contrast to the Einstein case, one cannot guarantee the uniqueness of this horizon.
We can assure the uniqueness of the solution of (32) for at least two cases:
(i) when all the coefficients E,, with m > 1 , are sufficiently small, that is for pure
(ii) when all the E, are positive.
In the first case, the terms regular perturbations [25] The solution of (32) is also unique whenever all the i, are positive. In this case, the condition of P(c) being a strictly increasing polynomial for all z 2 0 turns out to be redundant. We know that for sufficiently small y, P(y) > ky*, but also that these two functions intersect one another at least once in y > 0. In order to makesure of the uniqueness of the intersection point it suffices to show that, for all the points y > 0
where Ay" 2 P(y), the derivative k a f -' is larger than that of P(y), Q(y), because then, once the intersection point has been reached, ky" will increase faster than P(y), and they will not gather anymore. But, if ky" > P(y), we have the last inequality arising from a > M > m and i, and y being positive. We can also show that, in this case, P(y) -ky" has a unique extremum in positive y, given by Q(y) -ka y"-' --0 withy > 0.
(42)
For sufficiently small y, &(y) > kayo-', but kayo-' > Q(y) for large y, so that there is at least a solution of (42). This solution is unique because, if kay"-' 2 Q(y),
which allows us to apply similar arguments to before. Thus, at least for the two considered cases, there exists a unique solution y, of equation (32). It follows that, in a t least these cases, models whose gravitational dynamics is governed by equation (28) with A = 0, admit only one instanton solution, covering the region ( l / f i , m), from which one can obtain a wormhole. In a similar way, hy the discussion following (38), one can also assure the exishence and uniqueness of the horizon for the perturbed Schwarzschild solution dealt with by Whitt for the above two cases, except when D is odd and icD-l),z # 0. It is in this sense that we can consider the physics in all these situations as being equivalent to that of Einstein gravity.
Consider now models with a non-vanishing cosmological constant. In general, P(y) -ky" will have a t least an extremum in each interval (0,y,) In conclusion, by treating Lovelock gravity as a perturbative theory, we have carried out a general study of a homogeneous and isotropic minisuperspace model with a matter content which produces instanton type solutions. We have particularized this study to the not very restrictive case in which the Lovelock polynomial (7) is strictly increasing in the positive real axis. In some more specific cases (namely, when all the Lovelock coefficients i,,,, with m > 1, are sufficiently small or when all the i,,, are positivej we have shown that, i i the cosmoiogical constant is not very large, the instanton solution is essentially unique; for larger cosmological constants there are not instanton solutions. This is in complete parallelism with the corresponding Einstein gravity models.
In order to perform explicit calculations, we need to know the Lovelock coefficients im or, equivalently, the polynomial P ( x ) . Even if this information is provided, most of c&gl&""S . !I". !(! he (!one .gm&a!!y.
